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INVITATION TO TENDER “ITT” NO.  PS20200772 
10TH AVE. HOSPITAL ZONE PHASE 2 CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS NO. 1 

ISSUED ON: August 19, 2020 

Q1.1 Can you confirm if the line item for thermoplastic is to include the green MMA bike lanes, 
or will they be their own line item? 

A1.1 The green MMA for bike lanes can be included under item 1.87 Thermoplastic 
Pavement Markings. 

Q1.2 Also, in the Sign and Paint plan file, the second drawing (S2/4) indicates pink xwalk walks 
and stop bars, along with blue highlighted walkways with the stenciled words "Hospital 
Zone." Can you confirm if we are also to provide a price for these and if the blue walkways 
are to be blue MMA? 

A1.2 All pink/magenta lines are intended to indicate white, such as parallel x-walk lines and 
zebra stripes. Green and blue are to be done in MMA. 

Q1.3 As you know that the quantities are provided for the above project, Are we bidding on 
provided quantities? Is this project a Unit Price Contract? 

A1.3 The contract is a fixed price contract with stated unit prices as basis for pricing. 

Q1.4 Item 1.11 Concrete Sidewalk states that it includes tactile strip. But we also have pay item 
1.89, 1.90 & 1.91 for tactile strips. We assume that we will be getting paid for Tactile 
Strips in pay item 1.89, 1.90 & 1.91. Is that correct? 

A1.4 Yes, tactile strips will be paid for under payment items 1.89, 1.90 and 1.91. 

Q1.5 Item 1.05 States that it includes Type A, D/W Crossing Curb & 150mm Pan curb, Does 580 
lm includes all these 3 curbs? If yes, Can you please provide separate Quantities for each 
Curb? 

A1.5 Yes, the total quantity includes all of these curbs. Please refer to roadworks sheets 
R12, R13 and R14. Using the curb and band key on those sheets and the labels 
provided in the plan all curb types and transitions are shown in detail.  

Q1.6 Item 1.06 states that it includes removal of existing curb but there is also a pay item 1.33 
of concrete barrier curb removal. In which pay item removal of item 1.06 curb will be paid 
under? 
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A1.6 Item 1.06 is an optional item in the event the existing barrier curb on the north side 
between Sta. 1+250 to Sta. 1+320 requires replacing on 10th Avenue. If this curb 
requires replacing, item 1.06 will include both removal and installation of the curb. 
Please also refer to payment item 1.4.10S in the Supplementary Specifications. 

Q1.7 Where we will be getting paid for Granular Base under Concrete Curb Items, Is that paid 
under Item 1.45 - 19mm Crushed aggregate fill? 

A1.7 Yes, granular base under concrete curb items will be paid under item 1.45. 

Q1.8 Where we will be getting paid for Granular Base under Concrete Sidewalk, Driveways 
Items, Is that paid under Item 1.45 - 19mm Crushed aggregate fill? 

A1.8 No, please refer to MMCD payment clause 1.4.5 under Concrete Walks, Curbs and 
Gutters (03 30 20). 

 
 
END OF Q&A No. 1 


